Founded in 1969, the **Panasiangroup** consists of dynamic and progressive companies well established in the fields of manufacturing, marketing, trading and consultancy. The companies cover wide area business activities in the areas of defence & national security, railways, telecommunications, information technology, construction & mining, oil & gas and road transportation.

**Defenium (Pvt) Ltd** previously Equinox (Pvt) Ltd is one of the five Companies working under the Group in the areas of Defence, National Security, Telecommunications, Information Technology and Rail Technologies. Over 40 years in collaboration with globally renowned partners, **Defenium** has implemented a wide array of major nation –wide projects both in private and public sectors of Pakistan.

**Defenium** has rich experience spread over decades of delivering and implementing major projects in the fields of Military equipment / Hardware Solutions / Systems, Tactical System, Strategic System, Field Optical Fiber Cable Communication System, Defence Electronics, Encryption Solutions, Air Defence System for Pakistan Armed Forces. Our partnerships over the years have been with good reputed defence manufacturers and solutions providers like EADS, Kongsberg, Heckler & Koch, VOLVO, Bombardier, Sea Force, Crypto AG, Brugg Cables, ASCOM, FIAMM, Ericsson Microwave and NERA. For further details about our Company, kindly visit our website: [www.panasiangroup.com](http://www.panasiangroup.com). Among many other multinationals we would like to mention our two partners with special reference to the Information Assurance Conference 2013 and those are M/s Crypto AG and M/s BRUGG Cables of Switzerland.

**M/s Crypto AG**

M/s Crypto AG is a world-renowned manufacturer of leading and cutting edge communication security / encryption equipment and solutions. Crypto AG for the last many years has been actively developing, implementing and managing solutions in the area of communication security for the Defence Forces of Pakistan and has a wide range of encryption solutions from voice / telephony data encryption solutions upto 10G applications over integrated NGN systems. For more details you can also visit their website: [www.crypto.ch](http://www.crypto.ch)

**M/s Brugg Cables**

M/s Brugg Cables is a world-renowned manufacturer of field optical fiber cables / solutions. The company has developed state of the art field optical cables systems / solutions which are indexed with DGDP and can fulfill precisely the peculiar requirements of Pakistan Armed Forces field deployments in tactical scenario. Their cables are equipped with precision-mounted lens connectors and deployment accessories and can be delivered on hand reels, reels for backpacks and reels for vehicle stands etc. For more details you can visit their website: [www.bruggcables.com](http://www.bruggcables.com)